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"Another important key is in understanding that prophecy is dual. The events mentioned in the 
prophecies may have been already fulfilled as a type sometime in the past. But the major fulfill-
ment will take place in this twentieth century--in the next few years! (* My comment: The time 
will be shortened, and I believe almost everything will be fulfilled immediately, especially before 
August, 1967! For before then the plan of the enemy will be seen clearly, and defeated... and Eisen-
hower is the real enemy who has flooded our land as a cloud covering the land! And Johnson is 
merely his image, seeking to bring to pass the things desired by Eisenhower, being placed where he 
is because Kennedy refused to do Eisenhower's will as Eisenhower wanted things done! Kenedy also 
refused to do all the things the Pope of Rome asked him to do!) 

"When you know these keys and study the prophecies from this viewpoint, you can see what is about 
to happen to the Arab world. You can know who will ultimately control it. (And * my comment: 
only one person will control... that one seed promised Abraham, even a woman!) You can know 
which nations will be allied together pgainst the Jews in Palestine. 

"First, look at the Jewish-Arab situation. Jesus Christ foretold that the Jewish people would be 
scattered throughout the world, and that the old city of Jerusalem would remain trodden down under 
the hell of the Gentiles 'until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled" (Luke 21:24). Other prophecies 
show that the 'times of the Gentiles' have not yet ended. Gentile Arabs still possess the old city of 
Jerusalem. (5  My comment: On Nov. 11, 1918, an armistice was declared, for all of Palestine was 
taken over by General Allenby, et al. Then an international site already chosen was permitted, 
seeking to fulfill Bible prophecy as those leaders believed it—. so the Gentile Arabs as they are 
called, were permitted to occupy that artificially-devised "Old Jerusalem," it being the time was 
not yet ripe.) 

"Other prophecies show that the 'times of the Gentiles' have not yet ended. Gentile Arabs still 
possess the old city of Jerusalem. The prophecy in Zechariah 14:2 reveals that Jerusalem would 
be a divided city in the time of the end. Half of the city is to be taken into captivity--the other half 
is not. (5  My comment: I wish I really hdd time to explain what the planners believe, and then 
what the true interpretation is! And how careful one must be to ascertain when the old city of 
Jerusalem is being referred to, and when the "new Jerusalem" a woman is referred to... thenhow 
at the right time she will go to Palestine, etc. and take charge!) 

"The Jews (0  My comment: who has proved the inhabitants now in Palestine are true Jews, and 
discovered that many calling themselves Jews are mingled peoples, and Esau-Edomites are pre-
dominant in all this careful planning... even these heading that called the World Jewish Organization? 
If not truedews...if mixed with Esau... then do they have a right to Palestine? Certainly the 
Arab nations know the people now in Palestine are not true Jews: in fact even the leaders calling 
themselves Jews for advantage... they will not go to dwell in Palestine yet, for they believe many 
therein will be destroyed... even that the mount of Olives will cleave in two, caused by a great 
earthquake as prophesied, they think, in Rev. 11:13.) will have growing troubles with the Arabs. 
The United Nations will undouttedly be called in from time to time to setttle disputes, but without 
lasting results. Other nations will become baolved. Germany and the European nations will 
become vitally interested. The Communist nations will also enter the picture. Alliances will be 
formed. Your Bible reveals a powerful union of Arab nations is developing which ultimately will 
not cooperate with either the U.S. or Russia, but with the new United Europe. (5  My comments: 
Note the reference to the "new United Europe" thing! There you watch close y and look for the 
hand of Eisenhower, who ho,pes to head that "United Europe" thing!) 

"Turn to the astounding prophecy found in Psalm 83:1-8. David, inspired of God, predicted the 
coming time when ALL of Israel's enemies would join together In an effort to crush out even the 
name "Israel" from the face of the earth! Verse 4. 'For they have consulted together with one 
consent: they are confederate against thee—,  Verse 5. (* My comment: Remember dual fulfill-
ment as a key? ! By checking Isa. 49:3 one learns there is one person prophesied of to come forth 
who Is God's servant, 0 Israel, with a work to do; and that work has not yet been done, but is 
about to be accomplished! Then consider if an all-out effort be made to wipe out that certain ser-
vant, 0 Israel, as well as any leader who would seek to serve her! So you do not keep your eyes 
peeled on Palestine; you also watch that servant, if It be you learn her true Identity— and if she 
claims to be the servant, 0 Israel, then watch more closely, and see if she fulfills in America 
what Is actually prophesied!) 

"Notice the nations making up this confederation. 'Edom (Turkey), and the Ishmaelites (Saudi 
Arabia), Moab (Jordan), and the Hagarenes (they anciently dwelt in the land known as Syria today); 
Gebel (Lebanon), and Ammon (Jordan) and Amalek; the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre; 
Assur (whose descendants migrated to Germany), is joined with them; they have helped the children 
of Lot" (Moab and Ammon in modern Jordan). Here we see that the Arab nations mentioned are 
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